TRAINING FOR COURAGE
You will need access to a facility (preferably indoor arena) to hold the clinic.
Outdoor clinics are not cancelled due to inclement weather.
You will need interested participants from 8-16 people. There is no age limit, however,
parents of participants younger than 10 years will need to discuss support system with Paul.
The clinic fee structure is affected by facility costs and size, number of participants,
whether lunch is supplied or not, location, clinician travel/board and clinician day fees costs.
Some basic props are preferred. A wish list will be provided upon request. If Paul flies
to a clinic he can't bring training props with him. Many organizers improvise with
what's available, and some organizers build them.
Paul will require a PA system.
Clinics can range in length from 2- 7 days. Shorter mini clinics are sometimes organized,
but usually in conjunction with a weekend clinic or exhibition.
Riders from all disciplines are welcome; english, western, spanish, dressage, jumping,
driving, endurance or pleasure riding - all ages and skill levels can benefit from this training.
For those ready to tackle the next level of their journey, other challenges may be explored;
the baroque or classical arts (Doma Vaquera-Spanish Reining, Doma Classica,
Classical Dressage, High School), Circensic Dressage (includes tricks and all classical arts,
patterns) liberty work, collection without traditional tack or even no tack at all. Depending
on the facility and experience level of participants who have a reasonable foundation, we
can get into more advanced skills as participants are ready.
Contact Paul for information on board and day clinic instructional fees, plus travel
arrangements and associated costs.
Once the dates are set and agreed upon, a poster will be
sent to you in pdf format that you can have printed out.
Advertising yoru clinic as widely as possible is always
recommended to ensure you have enough participants.

